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5th Grade Fundraising Fee- $60.00 

Also known as 20/20/20. This fee covers the cost of our end-of
year bash. Details will be provided at open house. 

St. Augustine End-of-Year Trip- $250 (deposit) 

Students and parents that wish to participate will be able to 
make this deposit in two installments. Half will be due at the 
end of August and the other half in November. More 
information will be forthcoming. 

ART SUPPLY REQUIREMENT 

Spiral bind ing sketc hbook 8"-:-./2x 1 1 '' for 5&, g rade 

Th e b rand is not impcw·a: r't to m e. 

Revised May 2019 



5th Grade- Advanced Academics 

Reading, Language Arts, Social Studies Supply List 

/ 1" 3- ring binder (with plastic insert cover and pockets) 
/ Dividers (Please label: Reading, Writing, Social Studies, Home Learning, Student 

Data, & Resources) 

/ 1 Yellow folder with pockets and prongs (Label: Writing Portfolio) 

/ 1 Green folder with pockets and prongs (Write name on lower right-hand 
corner) 

/ 4 composition books: Reader's Response, Home Learning, Writer's Notebook, 

Extra journal (please label the journals with your child's name) 

/ Zipper Pencil Pouch- should be brought to class daily with the following 
materials inside: sharpened pencils w/ eraser, colored pencils, box of crayon 
and safety scissors . 

/ 10 glue sticks (8 will be kept in class) 

/ 2 yellow highlighters (one will be kept in class for center activities) 
/ Post it note pads ( 4 different colors, 3x3) 
/ Hand held sharpener 

/ Ream of Copy Paper 

/ 4 pack of fine tip Expo Marker (2 markers will be kept in class) 
/ 2 pack of loose-leaf paper ( 1 to be kept in class) 
/ Page protectors (package of 50) 
/ Ear buds 

/ Clorox Disinfectant wipes 

/ Gallon size zip locks 
/ White cardstock 

/ Assorted color cardstock 

/ Hand soap (pump) 

/ Hand sanitizer 
/ Hot glue sticks (large gun) 
/ Expo Markers 
/ Kleenex 

/ Colored copy paper 

o ....... ;,..,...,., f\/1.-.,,, '1()10 
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Wish List Items 



' ' ' '''''''''''''' ' 
' Sth Grade Math a Sc:ienc:e %019·%0%0 School SUJ!J!l:t: List ' 

' ' 
' 0 ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ~ Sharpened No.2 pencils (3 daily) -NO MECHANICAL PENCILS ~ 
~ Pencil Sharpener w/container for shavings ~ 
~ Two large erasers ~ 

~ (2) Red Ink Pens ~ 
~ 1 Pack of Color Pencils or Crayons ~ 
~ 1 Highlighter (any color) ~ 

' 

5 Glue Sticks ' 
1 Pair of Scissors 
One Pencil Pouch 

~ (2) Composition Book (black & white lOOsheets/200 pages) ~ 
~ (3) Poly 2-Pocket Folder with Prongs (Plastic Folders) Green (Science), Blue (Math) , ~ 
~ Yellow (communication) ~ 

~ 1 pack of Sticky Notes (3x3 size) ~ 

~ 1 Pack of Standard Rule Paper ~ 
~ 2 Pack of graph filler paper ~ 

' 

1 Pack of blank white 5x8 Index Cards ' 
1 Set of Ear Buds 
!Ruler ' ~~ ' 

' • Astra Bright colored paper ' 
~ • White copy paper ~ 
~ • Kleenex tissue ~ 

• Hand sanitizer 

' • Lysol wipes ' 
• Anti -Bacterial hand soap 

' • Paper towel rolls ~ 
• Ziploc bag (Gallon and Sandwich bags) ' 

' ' ' ' ' '''''''''' ''''''' 



AIRBASE K-8 Center 
World Languages Grades 1 - 5 

SCHOOL SUPPLIES 2019· 2020 
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2019 Required Summer Reading Book For Mrs. 
Mullin's Spanish class 

Listed below are the reading choices per grade level. 
Students are required to read at least 2 books over the summer. In the first weeks 
of school, students can expect to complete an A.R test on the required reading in 

Mrs. Mullin's Spanish class . 

Las siguientes listas son las opciones de lectura por grado. 
Los alumnos deben de leer al menos 2 Iibras durante el verano. En las primeras 
semanas de escuela, los estudiantes van a completar un examen de A.R en Ia 

clase de Espanol de Ia senora Mullin. 

Incoming Second Graders 
Students may fee l free to select any books that are at their instructiona l level. 

Incoming Third Graders 
- SE VENDEN GORRAS por Esphyr Slobodkina 
- ALEXANDER Y EL DIA TERRIBLE HORRIBLE ESPANTOSO, HORROROSO de Judith Viorst 
- SIEMPRE TE QUERRE por Munsch, Robert N. 
- AMELIA BEDELIA (Spanish Edition) 
- Sl LE DAS UNA GALLETITA A UN RATON (Spanish Edition) de Laura Joffe Numeroff and Felicia Bond 
- EL LORAX (Spanish Edition) por Dr. Seuss 
- Students may feel free to select any books that are at their instructional level. 

Incoming Fourth Graders 
LA TELARANA DE CARLOT A {Spanish Edition) porE. B. White 

- GRACIAS A WINN DIXIE/ Because of Winn-Dixie {Spanish Ed ition) por Kate DiCamillo 
- LAS AVENTURAS DEL CAPITAN CALZONCILLO por Dav Pilkey 
- JUDY MOODY ESTA DE MAL HUMOR, DE MUY MAL HUMOR por McDonald, Megan 
- JUGO DE PECAS {Spanish Edition) por Judy Blume and Cristina Navarro 

Incoming Fifth Graders 
Students may feel free to select any books that are at their instructional level. 



AIR BASE K-8 CENTER 5TH Summer Packet- 2019 

Reading 

1. Choose ONE book-related activity from the Think-Tac-Toe Choice board. 

2. Be creative with the materials you will use such as: markers, paints, construction paper, 
craft supplies, recycled items, etc. 

3. You can use your own drawings, clip art, or internet pictures. Any hand-drawn illustrations 
should always be completed in color. 

' 
4. The book project must be dated , contain the title of the book and the author's name. 

5. Spelling and grammar count on all projects! This will be part of your overall grade. 

6. You can print or type your project, but all information should be written in your own words. 
No plagiarism will be allowed. 

7. The main purpose of the book project is for you to become enthusiastic about reading while 
exploring different genres of books. I will be looking for your overall understanding of the 
book as well as for evidence that you have read the story. Effort, creativity and neatness 
will be a crucial part of your overall project and grade. 

IReady: Students should complete 5 lessons for both Reading and Math. 



I . 

. . 2019 Summer Reading Book List 

Select English language books only. 

Gra.de 5 
Adam Canfield of the Slash Michael Winerip Fiction 978-0~ 7635-2 794-2 

Artemis Fowl Eoin Colfer Fantasy 978-1-4231-2452-8 

Azucar lvar Da Coli Biography/Multicultural 978-1-9303·3265-2 

Ballet for Martha: Making Appalachian Spring Jan Greenberg Nonfiction 978-1-59643-338-0 

Bloomability Sharon Creech Fiction 978-0-'0644-0823-3 

Brown Girl Dreaming Jacqueline Woodson Nonfiction 978-0-399-25251-8 

Chasing the Falconer Gor~on Korman Mystery 978..04396·5136-3 

The City of Ember Jeanne DuPrau Fantasy 978-0~3758-227 4-2 

Dave the Potter. Artist, Poet, Slave Laban Carrick Hill Nonfiction 9 78-0-316-1 0731-0 

Emma's Poem: The Voice of the Statue of Liberty Linda Glaser Nonfiction 978-0-54 7-17184-5 

The Ghost Grave PegKehert Mystery 978.0-1424·0819~3 

A Home for Mr. Emerson Barbara Ker1ey Nonfiction 978-0-545-35088-4 

How Tia Lola Came to Visit/stay Julia A!varel Fiction/Multicultural 978-0-4404-1870-2 

Josephine: The Dazzling Life of Josephine·Baker Patricia Pov.rell Nonfiction 978-1-4521 0-314-3 

A light in the Attic She! Silverstein Poetry 978-0~0602-5673-9 

Little House on the Prairie Laura Ingalls Wilder Fiction/ Historical 978-0-0644-0002-2 

Phineas L. MacGuire-Erupts F. 0. Dowell Fiction 978-1-4169-4 734-9 

Scat Carl Hiaasen Fiction/Environment 978-0-3 7 58-34 86-8. 

Stormbreaker (Alex Rider Series) Anthony Horowitz Adventure· 978-0-1424-0611-3 

The Streak: How Joe Dimaggio Became America's Barb Rosenstock Nonfiction 978-1-59078-992-6 

The True Blue Scouts of Sugar Man Swamp Kathi Appelt Nonfiction 978~ 1-44242-1 05-9 

Yo, Naomi Leon Pam Munoz Ryan Fiction 978~0-4397-5572-6 



AIR BASE K-8 CENTER 5TH Summer Packet- 2019 

~ TI/}i){jaJilfo /l&J@o/]@1;) 
Fifth Grade Reading/Language Arts 

CHARACTER ANALYSIS STORY COLLAGE ILLUSTRATED TIMELINE 

Complete a character analysis Create a story collage using a piece Create a timeline of the book. Your 

for the main character of 
of small poster board. Be sure to timeline must include at least 10 

draw an appropriate setting for the events with descriptions in order 
your story. Include: story. Next, draw or cut-out and from beginning to end of the story 

"' Characteristics/Traits paste pictures that represent each along with pictures to represent 

"' Behavior/ Actions of the following information: main each event. 

"' Physical Appearance characters, main events (beginning, 

"' Statements/Thoughts 
middle, and end), the problem, 

solution, and what you liked best 
Support these with examples about this book. 

from the story. 

SETTING THE STAGE STORY MOBILE PAPER PLATE TRI-ORAMA 

Build a miniature Create a hanging mobile with Make a triorama out of paper 

stage/diorama of the setting 
information on both sides of each p·iates. Have each triorama scene 
item. Include a picture of setting show an important part or event 

of your story. and descr iption (on back), pictures from the story. Be sure to include 
Write a t page of each main character and facts the setting and something that 

description of the setting about each (on back), picture of the demonstrates what the plot of the 

using adjectives. plot and description (on back), and a story is about on each scene. Write 
picture of your favorite part of the a summary of the book to paste on 

book and why (on back). the bottom of the triorama. 

PLAY TIME STORY SCRAPBOOK LETTER TO AUTHOR 

Create a game board about Create a scrapbook about the story. Write a letter to the author using a 

your story. Include key 
Include a cover page and pages friendly letter format. Include: a 

demonstrating pictures and short introduction of you, what you 
events in the order they information on each of the following liked about the book and 

occur. parts of the story: characters, characters, how you felt while 
setting, major events, problem, and reading it and why, questions for 
solution. Each picture will need to the author, and why you would 

have a brief description. Include at recommend this book to someone 
least eight pictures. else. 



Top 14 myON readers in grades PreK-12 
will be recognized for meeting all three categories: 

1. Most '7ime Spent Reading" 
2. Score at least 70% on "Book Quizzes" 
3. Demonstrate Lexile Level Growth 

PRIZES AWARDED INCLUDE: 

Top3 District-wide Winners 
will be rewarded with a: 
Apple iPad Mini* 
*Previous winners are not eligible 
to win iPad. 

Top 14 Grade-level Winners 
One winner per grade level (PreK-12) 
will be rewarded with a: 

$50 Gift Certificate 

For more information contact OlemaHerrera@dadeschools.net 

Follow Us: 0 @inst_technology 0 MDCPSAcademics Visit: myON.com 

_. ......... --..-*- ... ......_ ............ a.·- .. ...._ ........ ..... lflllltl..,_ ........ ... .,..._ "'A ... II"'I .. A .. P 
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Name: 

Advanced Academics myON Log 
Future Third, Fourth, and Fifth Grade Students 

---------------------------------------

myON is a complete literacy solution that reinvents the ways in which students 
and teachers interact with text. myON provides anytime, anywhere access to a 
library of more than 8,000 enhanced digital books with multimedia supports, 

real-time reporting and assessments and embedded close reading tools .. 

Please visit https://myon.com/login/. 

Username and password is the student's ID Number. Students are required to read 3-5 books 
a week on myON. Please use the log to record the books you read . Write the number of 
stars you would award the story: 1 star= I didn't like the story; 2 stars= the story was good; 3 
stars= the story was the best and I would love to read it again. READ a minimum of one non
fiction book a week. 

Date Book Title 3 Star Rating Parent's Initials 



Date Book Title 3 Star Rating Parent's Initials 



June 7th-August 2 nd 

Top 5 Grade-level Reflex Math Winners 
in Grades 2-8 will be recognized for 
meeting all FOUR categories: 

PRIZES AWARDED INCLUDE: 

1. #Highest Average Daily Use" 

2. "Highest Green Light Percentage" 

3. #Greatest Facts Gained" 

4. "Greatest Facts Solved" 

Amazon Fire 10 HD Tablet* & Reflex Math SWAG Bag: 
Top Grade-level Winners (5 winners total) 

*Previous w inners are not eligible to win Amazon Fire 10 HD Tablet. 

For more information contact OlemaHerrera@dadeschools.net 

Follow Us: 0 @ inst_technology 0 @MDCPSMath Visit: reflexmath.com 

STUDENTS DO NOT NEED TO REGISTER TO PARTICIPATE 



Parent Nevvsletter 2018-2019 

Dear Parents/Guardians, 

Help your child avoid the "summer slide" and encourage them to use their Reflex account this 
summer! Reflex is an online, game-based program that helps students build fast and effortless 
recall of math facts. Research has shown that quick recall of math facts is critical for future 
success in mathematics. 

• Students are encouraged to login to Reflex 
math through their student portal at least 
3 times a week and strive for the "green 
light" each time. 

• Your child can utilize the Reflex math 
program from any device with internet 
access throughout the summer. 

• Reflex helps students of all ability levels to 
develop fluency with their basic facts in 
addition, subtraction, multiplication and 
division. 

• Reflex continuously monitors your child's 
performance to create an optimal 
experience for them. 

• Parents can easily monitor their child's 
progress by creating a Free Reflex Parent 

Account. Use the instructions on the right 
to Create your Parent Account. 

r·- ·- ·- - ·- ·- ·- ·- ·- ·- ·- ·- -- -- ·- ·- ·- - -- ·- ·-- - ·- ·· 

1 Create a Free Parent Account 1 

I 

i To set up an account, you will need your 
i child's Reflex login information: (teacher's 
I 
i Reflex Username, the name of the Reflex 
1 Class, and your child's Reflex Password). 

1. Go to reflexmath.com/parent 
2. Follow The onscreen instructions to 

create your free account 
3. Go to www.reflexmath.com/reports 

1 4. Once you are logged, follow the 
instructions to add your child. 

5. Once registered, launch the parent 
account at www.refl exmath.com/reports 
to log into your new account. Enter your 

: Username (your email address) and 
1 Password and click Submit. 
L __ ______ __ --·-· - ·- ------·-·- ·- - ·- ·-·----

*Please Note-Students do not need 
to register to participate in the 

2019 Reflex Math 
Summer Challenge 



i-Ready· 

Geometry 

Date: Lesson Name: Percentage: Time: (minutes) 

Measurement & Data 

Date: Lesson Name: Percentage: Time: (minutes) 



• • 

MulfipliCO~ion· +oC:JS' • 

1x0=0 2x0=0 3x0=0 4x0=0 
1 X 1 = 1 2 X 1 = 2 3 X 1 = 3 4 X 1 = 4 
1 x 2=2 2 x 2=4 3x2=6 4 x 2=8 
1 x 3=3 2 x 3=6 3 x 3=9 4 x 3=1 2 
1x4=4 2x4=8 3 x 4= 12 4x4= 16 
1 x 5=5 2 x 5=10 3 x 5=15 4 X 5 = 20 
1x6=6 2 x 6=12 3 x 6=18 4 X 6 = 24 
1 x 7=7 2 x 7=14 3 x 7=21 4 X 7 = 28 
1 x 8=8 2 x 8=16 3 X 8 = 24 4 X 8 = 32 
1 x 9=9 2 x 9=18 3 X 9 = 27 4 X 9 = 36 

1 x 10=10 2 X 10 = 20 3 X 10 = 30 4 X 10 = 40 
1 x 11=1 1 2 X 11 = 22 3 X 11 = 33 4 X 11 = 44 
1 x 12=12 2 X 12 = 24 3 X 12 = 36 4 X 12 = 48 

5 x 0=0 6x0=0 7x0=0 8 x 0= 0 
5 X 1 = 5 6 X 1 = 6 7 X 1 = 7 8 X 1 = 8 

5 x 2=10 6 x 2=12 7 x 2= 14 8 x2 = 16 
• 

5 x 3= 15 6 x 3=18 7 x 3=21 8 X 3 = 24 
5 X 4 = 20 6 X 4 = 24 7 X 4 = 28 8 X 4 = 32 
5 X 5 = 25 6 X 5 = 30 7 X 5 = 35 8 X 5 = 40 
5 X 6 = 30 6 X 6 = 36 7 X 6 = 42 8 X 6 = 48 
5 X 7 = 35 6 X 7 = 42 7 X 7 = 49 8 X 7 =56 
5 X 8 = 40 6 X 8 = 48 7 X 8 =56 8 X 8 = 64 
5 X 9 = 45 6 X 9 =54 7 X 9 = 63 8 X 9 = 72 
5 X 10 =50 6 X 10 = 60 7 X 10 = 70 8 X 10 = 80 
5 X 11 =55 6 X 11 = 66 7 X 11 = 77 8 X 11 = 88 
5 X 12 = 60 6 X 12 = 72 7 X 12 = 84 8 X 12 = 96 

9 x 0=0 10 x 0=0 11 x 0=0 12 x 0=0 
9 X l = 9 10 x 1=10 11 x 1=11 12x 1=12 

9 x 2=18 10 X 2 = 20 11 X 2 = 22 12 X 2 = 24 
9 X 3 = 27 10 X 3 = 30 11 X 3 = 33 12 X 3 = 36 
9 X 4 = 36 10 X 4 = 40 11 X 4 = 44 12 X 4 = 48 
9 X 5 = 45 10 X 5 =50 11 X 5 =55 12 X 5 = 60 
9 X 6 =54 10 X 6 = 60 11 X 6 = 66 12 X 6 = 72 
9 X 7 = 63 10 X 7 = 70 11 X 7 = 77 12 X 7 = 84 
9 X 8 = 72 10 X 8 = 80 11 X 8 = 88 12 X 8 = 96 
9 x 9=81 10 X 9 = 90 11 X 9 = 99 12 X 9 = 108 

9 X 10 = 90 10 X 10 = 100 11x 10=110 12 X 10 = 120 
9 X 11 = 99 10 x 11=110 11x 11=121 12 X 1 1 = 132 

9 X 12 = l 08 i 0 X i 2 = 120 
., ., '1 A , 1""'\1""\ 

I I X I L = I.JL 12 X 12 = 144 : 

• 



Multiplication Strategies 

equol groupS' 
Find the product by making 
equal groups. 

To be more efficient use 
numbers instead of tally marks or 
dots. 

,.··: - - ~- . , ·- .... ~-: -:::~~ 

(.?.,.) ~\:,. ~,.~ ]\ \;.:,,,~~) 
6 groups of 7 = 42, so 

6 X 7 = 42 

repeo+ed oddi+ion 

Find the product by 
repeatedly adding the 
second factor as many times 
as the first factor tells you. 

9 + 9 + 9 +. 9 + 9 + 9 + 9 + 9= 
\'. ./ / / 

~-~- ~·;. r< J -::~· 

18+18+18+18= . ~-"~ ~ ',.--:,.·,..."' 

36 + 36 = 72 

8 X 9 = 72 

S'kip coun~ 
Find the product by skip 
counting. 

You can do this in your head or 
on a number line. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 
~,..--... 

< l J 1! 1l Jo 1scb ~ Y~ ~ Jo • 
I skip counted by 5s 6 times to 
get 30. 

6 X 5 = 30 

Find the product of a 
multiplication problem by 
using the multiplication 
problems you already know. 

I am going to decompose, or 
break, the 7 into 5 and 2. 

5x8=40 
2x8=16 

Then , I will add the two products 
together to determine the total 
product. 

40 + 16 =56 

7 X 8 =56 



Multiplication Strategies 

equol groupS' 
Find the product by making 
equal groups. 

To be more efficient, use 
numbers instead of tally marks or 
dots. 

6 groups of 7 = 42, so 
6 X 7 = 42 

Find the product by 
repeatedly adding the 
second factor as many times 
as the first factor tells you. 

9 + 9 + 9 +. 9 + 9 + 9 + 9 + 9= 
'\. :: /' ,./ 

1~8 + . 1 8 + 1 8~ + 1 8'~.: 
~~. / 

'36 + 36. = 72 

8 X 9 = 72 

S'kip coun~ 
Find the product by skip 
counting. 

You con do this in your head or 
on a number line. 

I skip counted by Ss 6 times to 
get 30. 

6 X 5 = 30 

Find the product of a 
multiplication problem by 
using the multiplication 
problems you already know. 

I am going to decompose, or 
break, the 7 into 5 and 2. 

5 X 8 = 40 
2x8=16 

Then, I will add the two products 
together to determine the total 
product. 

40 + 16 =56 

7 X 8 =56 



a 

3 

+ 

What's 7 x 3? Yes! 21! 

®0 

1: What's 7 x 1? Yes! 7! 

2: Then add that @ 
3:7x1+2= 0 

What's 5 x 3? Yes! 15! 

CD0 

1: What's 5 x 1? Yes! 5! 

2: Then add that CD 
3:5x1+1=0 

Now add em up! 

- _...._. -rTI A 
. - .................. ' . . . '--./ you u.1.v ..... -



0 

@ 
- @ 

Does 2 fit into 1? No way, it's too big! 
(so we put a "0" above 1 as a placeholder) 

Does 2 fit into 18? YES! 9 times. 2 x 9 = 18 

The 9 goes above the last dig it in 18. 

(
To simplify the look of things , let's drop ) 
that 0 placeholder since 09 = 9 anyway. 

1: Now we multiply 9 x 2. 

2: Subtract (we get 0 here when we subtract). 
3: And bring down the 8. 

Does 2 fit into 8? YES! 4 times. 2 x 4 = 8 
The 4 goes up top next to 9. 

Now repeat the three steps above . 

1: Multiply 4 x 2. 
2: Subtract. 
3: There's nothing to bring down! We're done ! 

188 + 2 = 94 

YOU DID Il\ © 



• One by Two Digits 

47 
X 8 

31 
X 7 

42 
X 8 

33 
X 3 

36 
X 8 

34 
X 4 

41 
X 9 

33 
X 9 

44 
X 5 

35 
X 5 

Total: 40 

36 
X 6 

44 
X 8 

46 
X 3 

45 
X 5 

47 
X 7 

Goal: 

38 
X 6 

43 
X 3 

32 
X 6 

36 
X 3 

32 
X 2 

Name: _________ _ 

43 
X 7 

43 
X 4 

45 
X 2 

49 
X 3 

38 
X 7 

Complete: 

35 
X 2 

46 
X 6 

38 
X 5 

49 
X 6 

37 
X 6 

48 
X 4 

33 
X 6 

46 
X 2 

49 
X 8 

45 
X 8 

Correct: 

35 
X 4 

34 
X 3 

41 
X 2 

35 
X 6 

36 
X 2 



Multiple Digits 

•.. '.c- -· 

238 
X 12 

62 
x64 

162 
X 35 

92 
x35 

220 
X 44 

94 
x48 

Name: ________ _ 

128 
X 51 

190 
X 47 

64 
x87 

[ __ Tot':!:! __ [ _:G=-::o:.:a~l: ====--_L__::C::_:::o..:..:.m:.::.p.:..:le.::.::te~:• ====-_L__:C:::_:_:orre~!.:_ ___ j 



Name 

A. 918,487 

B. 10 18,820 

tl""' I \.... . 2 8 , 5 96 

D. 519,450 

E. 317,oo2 

Da t e _________ __ _ 

VI 0 
C om p le te th e f o ll o win g long d ivi s io n pr o bl e m s , 

t a king ca re t o sho w yo ur wo rk. 

10 12 ,960 9 1 5 ,247 91 9 , 216 

91198 12,3 , 528 3,4,059 61 8,598 

10 18 ,020 2,1,2 2 8 211 '912 1213,024 

10 17,470 413 ,924 314 ,710 211,420 

18,6,1 0 2 6,1, 2 24 6,6,360 514,290 

21 9,570 

3 I 42 9 

3 I ?,no 

61 8,406 

41 8,540 



Division by Ten 

Math Worksheet 1 

1 ol5o 70 

Total: 25 

1 ol4 2 o 

Goal: 

Name: _________ _ 

1 oj3 7140 

1 ol4 3 o 

1 ol8 7 30 

1 ol952 70 1 oj384 7 0 

1 oi82680 10, 5350 

Complete: Correct: 



Looking Ahead in 5th Grade Science 

Below you will find a list of topics we will cover during the year in 51h grade. As part of the 
science curriculum, we are trying to reinforce critical thinking science skills by utilizing 
infonnational text to build background knowledge. Attached, you will find a sample Nature of 
Science lesson that will help you get a head start on learning about how scientists use the world 
around them. 

Big Idea 5: Earth in Space and 
Time 

I. SC.5.E.5.3- Solar system 
SC.5.E.5.1 - Our Galaxy 
SC.5 .E.5 .2- Planet Characteristics 
SC.4.E.5 .4- Movement in Space 
SC.4.E.5.1; SC.4.E.5.2) 

I 

Big Idea 7: Earth Systems and 
Patterns 
II. SC.5.E.7.1- Water Cycle 

SC.5 .E.7.2 Water Cycle 
Processes 

fTI. SC.5.E.7.3 - Weather 
SC.5.E.7.4 - Forms of Precipitation 
SC.5 .E. 7.5 - Weather Conditions 
SC.5.E. 7.6 - Climate Zones 
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NATURE OF SCIENCE 

SC.5.N.1.1 

The Practice of Science 

1. Scientific inquirY. is a process through which questions are answered. 

Scientists look for things they want to learn about, and conduct 

observations or experiments to gather data and form conclusions. 

2. The test variable (independent) is what is being tested and 

manipulated. For example, if you want to test the effect that Fiji water has 

on plant growth, the Fiji water is my test variable. The experimental group 

will get the Fiji water, and the control group will get regular water. 

3. The outcome variable (dependent) is the outcome being measured or 

observed. In the example above, the scientist would measure the height 

of the plants, so plant height would be the outcome variable. 

4. Constan~ variables: in an experiment everything except the tested 

variable should be the same. For example , if you're testing Fiji water, you 

should use the same type of plant, same amount of soil , same amount of 

water, same amount of sunlight, etc. 

5. Hypothesis: This is the prediction scientists make about what they 

expect will happen. For example, "Giving plants Fiji water will make them 

grow taller''. 

6. Procedures: The set of steps used in a science investigation. These 

must be clearly explained so the experiment can be repeated by other 

scientists in the same way. 

7. Observations and Data Collection: It is important for scientists to take 

notes of their observations and collect data (information). Observations 

must be objective and based on the senses, not based on opinion. For 

example, "the flower looked pretty" is not a scientific observation, but "the 

flowers had 8 red petals around a yellow center" is a scientific observation 

-quantitative (numbers) and qualitative (words) --because it is based on 

what is seen. 



8. Contml Group: When scientists conduct an experiment, they need to be 
able to compare their results to something. This is why they use a contro~ 
group. A control has the same conditions as the group being tested, but 
without the test variable. This group remains untouched- nothing is done 
to this group. For example, you may want to find out how a plant reacts to 
being given 1 ml of fertilizer. You might have twenty plants - 10 plants 
treated with 1 m L fertilizer (independent variable) and 1 0 plants without 
fertilizer (control group). Sun, water, location, and temperature would be 
kept constant for both groups. \/\/hen the data were collected, you would 
be able to know with more certainty that any difference was due to the 
variable you changed, the fertilizer. 

9. Graphnnq Dater Once a scientist collects data, the data is communicated 

in graphs so it can be easily understood by others. Bar graphs are used 

for discrete data (counting and grouping into categories) and line graphs 

are for continuous data (when change is observed over time). The 

outcome variable (like the height of the plant) is usually shown on they

axis (the vertical axis} and the test variable (like the type of plant) is shown 

on the x-axis (the horizontal axis). 

10. Drawing Conclusions: Once you analyze the data you draw a 

conclusion, or a final statement about your original problem or question. 

This is where you say whether your hypothesis was correct. Conclusions 

allow scientists to explain things they obserJe. They are the reasoning 

that connects your hypothesis and the evidence. 

SC.5. N.2.1 

Characteristics of Scientific Knowledge 

1. Science is grounded in empirical observations that are testable. 

2. Explanations must always be linked to evidence (objective observations 

and measurements, not opinion). 

3. Scientific evidence or objective observations are not subject to personal 

interpretation, but rather will be the same for all people. 



SC.5.N.2.2 

Characteristics of Scientific Knowledge 

When doing science inquiry, you need to conduct your experiment more than one 
time. If you conduct the experiment only one time, you cannot be sure that your 
results are valid. \/\/hen scientists conduct experiments many times, this process 
is called repeated trials. The reason why you do repeated trials is so that other 
scientists can conduct the experiment to see if they get similar results. 

1. Replicating Experiments: Scientists repeat or replicate experiments in 

order to validate the findings of that investigation (in order to prove that the 

results are true and reliable) . 

2. Scientists should compare the observations made by different groups 

using the same tools, procedures, and methods, and they should seek 

reasons to explain differences and similarities across groups. 

3. Scientists question, discuss, and check each other's' evidence and 

explanations. 

4. Scientists compare methods and results of investigations done by others, 

and repeat experiments with multiple trials in order to confirm and validate 

their results. 



Name Date _ _ __ _ 

\!J) Lillian is conducting an experiment to find out which type of :fruit juice freezes the fastest. She pours two 

ounces each of orange juice, grape juice, and apple juice into separate cups. Then she places the cups in the 

freezer. What should be the next step ofLillian1s experiment? 

® record the color of each of the juices 

@ record the time the cups were placed in the freezer 

© put a cup of water in the freezer as a control 

@ fill another cup with a mixture of all three juices 

~~~ Which of the following is NOT a reason to keep accurate records? 

® Other scientists can use the same subjects for the experiment. 

@ Other scientists can maintain the same conditions for the experiment. 

® Other scientists can repeat the experiment i..."'l another lab. 

CD Other scientists can make the san1e predictions for the experiment. 

~ Jasmine and Cole are competing in a pine box derby. They have both made toy cars using a block of pine 

wood for the body. They have weighed their cars to make sure they have the same mass. They will release 

their cars from the top of a ramp. How ca."'l. they determine which car has the best design for pine box derby 

racing? 

® weigh both cars before and after they go down the ramp 

@ see how each car performs in a crash simulation 

© measure the time it takes each car to get to the bottom of the ramp 

@ feel both cars when they get to the bottom to determine their temperature 

(::(~ Shana brought a cake to school. The students wanted all the pieces to be equal. They decided to compare the 

masses of the cake pieces. Which instrument could they use to measure the mass of each piece? 

® a balance scale 

@ a graduated cylinder 

® a meter stick 

CD a thermometer 
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Nature of Science 

@ Miguel wants to compare the mass of four different textbooks . He measures their masses with a balance and a 

set of weights, as shown below. 

Willch textbook has the least mass? 

® the history textbook 

@ the math textbook 

© the reading textbook 

@ the science textbook 

2.0 kg 

1.5 kg 

'~I 
:.~ 

:j 
Reading ~~~ 

?i 
•::! 

~~ A biologist took notes on how a population of Roseate spoonbills adapted to a new environment Which of 
her observations is a personal opinion? 

® This population of roseate spoonbills is less friendly than other populations. 

@ This population of roseate spoonbills is not building as many nests as it did in the other enviromnent. 

® This population of roseate spoonbills is competing with a nearby population of Green herons. 

CD Tllis population of roseate spoonbills is eating about 100 fish a day. 
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Nature of Science 

{~) Amber saw a hummingbird feeding in her backyard. She left out three different substances to determine which 
"-" 

one it would lry. She made notes as she watched the hummingbird. Which of her notes is evidence? 

® The hummingbird drank the sugar water more slowly than the plain water. 

@ The hummingbird guarded the sugar water. 

© The hUITh-ningbird bathed in the sugar water but drank the plain water. 

@ The hummingbird drank all of the sugar water. 

Directions: A farmer recorded the number of cantaloupes harvested one season. Use the data in the graph below to 

answer the questions that follow. 
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~ Based on the graph, what is the total number of cac<taloupes harvested? 

® 20 

@ 40 

(8) 60 

Q) 80 

Based on the graph, dming which weeks did the fanner harvest the sac-ne number of cantaloupes? 

® 13-15 

® 10-12 

© 12-14 

@ 14-16 
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Nature of Science 

~ During an investigation about various brands of popcorn, Jay examined his data listed below: 

KERNELS POPPED PER BAG 

Brand of Bag 1 Bag 2 
Popcorn 

Brand X 320 340 

BrandY 100 200 

Brand Z 400 410 

I ay had concerns about the data for Brand Y. What should he do? 

® Jay should repeat the experiment for BrandY. 

Bag 3 

330 

300 

405 

@ Jay should come up with a new estimate regarding the data in the experiment. 

(8) Jay should interpret his data and write a conclusion. 

CD Jay should identify his variables. 

Why should a researcher keep accurate records while performing a scientific experiment? 

@ Accurate records mean the data will be conclusive. 

@ Accurate records allow a researcher to repeat the experiment and check the results. 

© Accurate records ensure that the researcher's hypothesis is correct. 

@ Accurate records make the experiment easier for children. 

(f) Before Jeremy perfmmed his science experiment for his class, he explained how to conduct the experiment to 
the class. Why is it important to explain to others how to do an experiment? 

® Other investigators must be able to reproduce the results. 

@ Scientists do not know how conduct experiments correctly. 

(8) Scientists study different things in similar ways. 

CD Other investigators must be able to perform different experiments. 
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Natwre o1f Science 

®» Jason performed an experiment to find out how well mold grows on different kinds of food. He left a piece of 

bread, a piece of cheese, and an apple cut in half on the lab table in his science classroom. Every day when he 

went to science class, he observed the mold growing on the different samples. Then he wrote dovm his 
observations. His data showed that the cheese and bread were nearly covered in mold after a week. Samantha 
decided to repeat Jason's experiment. Her data showed that after two weeks, there was no mold on any of her 

samples. Which of the following should Samantha do first? 

® research mold on the Internet 

@ review the records of both experiments to see whether they used the same procedures 

© write a paper on her findings and present it to her science class 

@ repeat her experiment until she gets the same result as Jason 

~ Eli measured how the temperature of ice water changed over time. What would be the best way for him to 

check his results? 

® compare results with others doing the same investigation 

@ compare what his science book says about ice water to his results 

(8) analyze data from an experiment about warm water 

CD read an article about ice water 

.-:;!P-, 
~ lv.lrs. Shay did an experiment to see how much water various sponges would hold. Her class wanted to repeat 

the experiment. \Vhat will they need to do the experiment correctly? 

@ M]:s. Shay's prediction 

@ :rvfrs. Shay's conclusion 

© Mrs. Shay's procedure 

@ 'Mrs. Shay's data 
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